MORE FROM STARK

“I keep a rigorous grinding schedule here at CC of Orlando. We grind quite often. I’m not a fan of ‘facing’ bedknives. Some guys hand-grind them. With the technology available today, just take the bedknives off and grind them again! You get everything true. It may take a little longer, but the results are better. With the technology available today, it’s easier to do it now than ever.”

1. JRM 4JPB22
JRM INC. Turf Technology’s newest offering is its super-thin line of bedknives for Toro, John Deere, Jacobsen and Baroness bedknives, including the 4JPB22 for Jacobsen 22-inch mowers, pictured. JRM’s Duranium-801 greensmower and fairway bedknives are designed to cut as low as .050-inch. They are great alternatives when hosting a big tournament, or for superintendents who need that extra pop going into a big weekend. JRM knives are used at roughly 60 percent of all golf courses hosting PGA Tour events, the company says. Constantly improved, there is a new and shinier look to these bedknives which feature a straighter and more consistent cutting edge.

2. Turf Pride Premium
TURF PRIDE Premium bedknives will ensure a true golf ball roll on all putting surfaces. With Turf Pride premium knives, the overall thickness from end to end is guaranteed not to vary more than .001-inch. In low-cut settings even the slightest difference in thickness will result in a deviation in cutting heights and will be more amplified the lower the cut. Knives with a “smile” shape cut at the ends and not the middle; frown shapes cut the middles and not at the ends. Premium bed knives are made of spring-type steel with high carbon content and chrome/nickel alloys. They are 3mm thick and rate a 48-49 on the Rockwell C hardness scale.

3. Legendary Bedknives
JACOBSEN’S line of Legendary Bedknives provides top quality-of-cut. Made of alloy or hardened carbon steel, Legendary Bedknives provide longer wear and more strength than after-market alternatives. A patented austempered heat treating process provides a tougher bedknife with minimum distortion. Jacobsen’s Legendary Bedknives are also 100-percent straight with closer tolerances between the reel and bedknife, giving a great cut every time. They come in seven different thicknesses and are guaranteed for quality, fit and function.
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For more listings of bedknives, go to golfdom.com/category/products